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* TTATIV-2 STTUIS OF API AJOT ROTATIONAL

T2'ZHATtJRZS OF 0H 1' 1 314ISS2 C)V AND ASOIPTION

(SMOVTAL LINS WITH DOPPIM CONTca)'*
S. 3. Penn z

Gqp,~en~iim Jet Propulsion (,enter
California Institute of 2Technooa

Pasadena,* California

L'ven if a i3oltzmenn dis'.ribution existt3 for the population of molecules
in vznous enery livela, it is not possible to obtain a satiefactory
interjprctation of ozcor.-ientiJ. dr.ta by the use of conventional procedu~res
unless the produict of naximwi spoctral absorption coefficient k~ an
optical1 density X is sufficicntly waall. 'otailed calculations are presented
which, show that the experimex.taJ. results, which sugrjeat an ancmalous rotationnl
ten-peiature lor th 2 Z-state of OH in lov.-preuzura coimbust',.on flames,
.S Eccountod for by usin(: sufficiently largo val.ues for P X. 'nventior'n1

I p .ots for the datern~ination of population tcr-craturoz for an iaother.-a.
e~~tttiN' sytma 00Ya p~aja c-t. 1 - td '2-brranchos of the
(0,0)- >and 8 OH for 2  l -, transitious. Avp&'2'ent popuJlAticn temperatures
up to 19,000 K are obtained, Farticul,-rly -.ote,!ort1W is a falling off in
intensityf for tha hl.,;he:, roti.tional enerfr levels, which can be seea to
reprnisent a natural con~iequence of the fact th.at the rmaximt' spectral
omisaivity decreases rApidlly Aith incroasin, rotiticzal energy of th3 initial
state. Q3ectlon II).

'Re-rosentative absor-riticni 3tulies for Iliz detcrnination of rotational
temper: tures in isothernnl syst ers hrvc bee. ?nilyzed Ifor the P- branich6
(0.0)- laad, 21 __ 2 Z transAt.. ns of ;H at 3000 OK. Thw zaculat ions
show that erroneous int-,rotation of ex')er.. ntrl results occirsif the
-rroluct of m..Lxiimmr P-borption coefficient an!. optic.-I deasity (X) is
not nno2.I cowared to unity. S~iple calcul.-tiorns for a blackb:)d li,;ht source
shouw thh t the customary 1 roccdure for treat!izy ex,,.rirnental re3ults itill
pernit od.equ-,te corialation e-f the dita by 3tralt:ht lines up t, rela'.ively

1revs--uene faP.aX It is reriarknblo th -t the precedin~ statcmonc re.'iains
truio even undor conl'itions ir. 'ihicli cr-iis,:io_. !ata £L.3r the '- 2T17
transitloas clearly indic~ te that i~a. is io lon:;or small cori?,rred "o unity.
The a:').rcnt rotationalJ toriporaturo of the .,r).lnd* oiectronic st-ito va-rias
by only % fe.: htndred dvygrees -then tho tenr),_r:,.ture of the light court-o is
increait.. fro-n 35000K to B00C0 K, the diroctloa of the change beirg such
that thi. appnarent tcriperaturea of the nbsor.,or &re the nore nearly in

areenort ':i th the actu. tetc.-)eraturo of th.. --'ano the higher the teiiperature
of the l1ight source. The calculations ermpasi1ze the fact that corrolation
of exuarii-iental lata by straip~it lines is no .asurvuxce that an error in
interpretatioa is not beifle made. (Section III).

&xSpported by the ONR under Qontract Nour-220(03). HR 015 210.
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Zoreenetv cndculttioi: to detorrane )bsorvable peak and totusJ
irltCT!1jt.' zcrttoq in erni'39iort for etiactral line] with Doppler con~Our aave
been );~c ut for 2T --- T transitions, (0,0)- bond, Pl- bxoanch of
OH zit ' OOOA?.. ;L'e cajcvltttio:i3 show, that the ratloE of poak and total
intensitioa re f'unctions of UhM bMMthe probicts of rmaxim
absor-tion co,)fi;.icnts UP) 'n oitic-l dc-rvty (X) for the lines
under' !-tdy. Fe~nce quantitative intorpretatiotL of exporimenWa data is
not eE-'-rqs 1.3silo unless -)r-)ir account is ta~ken of the influaonce of

j abusoluto intenittoo on exj)ri-ental results. (Section IV).

q vntit,-tivon c-lcul-tion2 1'avo been c; rri-,i out of apparent rotational
te%:orv tuirca In w~r-,tcn containing -ion-ecjtilibzlium distributions
of CH It 3C&'K ,nd at uO4)03K.. The calcu;tiu on the Pj- branch, 2
trPf~.iq"as, Ifl(Ccate '. pt 5.n 'che absence Of 3ef-absorption, conventional
plots ~o:i.;disco~itinuition necessarily overistire-te one man underentimate the other
of tof 1.i~ c ~Lr3 30C00 K and CCCO0K. (Section V).

ittt~i:n~'cu1.tif)n1- cn tho r.at'-ro o'L distortions nroduced whan
an i .th 3rp~l rojion at 3000o;, is vireed throuh an isothez'maJ region at

* l~1CCOi( showg that the presence of a non-isotherial field of vlo'i ma~nifies
the dirtortion produced by f',olf-,nbsorption alo:ie. (Section VI).

tha .Jei o- th'. .5.-otovi.i quit 5..iew1ua

descrii-e. in Sec!.ions to ;I .or idealized systems, some speculations
reGP-rdiin: the s f.fic ,nce of reported flaft t3Imperature anomalies for OR
ane prceented in Section VII.infaehy:bn

1. TZEODXCICN

ixperitzcatpa- StUU 0 o:' 0.Thltlon t[Tcaue nfae L-eb

reported by ifferr,nt 'nv Lnd trs, for her 2nc 2su -o. Z . 1,2io

i .n . Ga-ydon ant L N. G.csu:e Voiad a ato. eri pSo 0 (LnWh)en.19(14)

192the S.encntr, dat arle r, and D. Vbrr, to conentona techniqu2es(,52)

thorct a h,: dai dr iption fo the o-ressureo oflroata l pparatus

Af. Gil-t GaThe ande Gionrof Lrov. ]by. lSoo,' (Lhud=) Ao.46.518

(Jot Propulsion Laboratoij, Pasadena, Agmst 30. 1949).

*H- P1. Broida adX Sua, J. chem. Pbro. 1& 13 191)

R* P-BIdtJ IS 18 & 18 lf)
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are sometimes found to exhibit discontinuities or curvatures both in the
of

regions of snail andAlarge vtlues of the rotational energ 3(l) of the

initial (upper) state. The hdiscontinuitio observed for small val'es of K

have been variously attributcd to the fozatign, of OH in the excited

electronic state by different chemica.l reactions loadine to a bimodal

distribution of population dLnsitios,I1 4 to faIsific~tion of experimintal

data by absorption cf ci;,ittec radiation by cooler Cas layors through which

4
the flame is viewed, and to self-absorption. The curvaturer observed for4 1
large values of X have been Interpreted to indicate predissociation accord-

ing to the process

In a previous publication 6 ve have called attontion to the fact t,0ht the

best available intersity estlmates on OH indicate that the proluct of the

maidmum absorption coefaficier t il'm end of the optical donoit3 of the eirittere
not small compared to

X 8is ' _ _ . Was urit7 for the nc-e Intense spectral lines cf UH

in representative low-pressure flans. In order to obta.n reliable qvAntitative

data unoa which a rational intorprctation of flame spectra can be brsed,

we shall investigato thooret.celly, -as an essential stop in the interrretation

of flame spectra, the radiation characteristics of various idealized qstems

both in emission and in absorption.

G. H. Dieks and H. M. Craevwhite, 1he Ultraviolet Bands of 0E,
The JohnA Hopkins University, Bumblebee Series Rgport No. 87, 1948.

6 S. S. Penner, J. Chem. Pbis. M, 507 (1952).

7
7 . J. Dwyer and 0. 0ldenbt)r&, J. Chem. Phys. , 351 (1944); 0. Oldenberg

and F. r. Risks, J. Chem. Phs. f, 439 (1938).
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in Section 1I we examine quantitativel3y Qth effect of tho size o-:

( p on apparent population temperatures In .. othezmal systems for

emission experiment3. This tud leads as to tio corclusion that Mae * of

I the experinental data could 'j accounted for by a population tempierFtux

which is close to the adiaba.ic flPme tenperzt-tre. Thus, the quantitative

calculations are in aCreonon; with Dieke's reaarks .hat the obcerved
I

discontinuities or curvaturoufor small vc-luo of Zx b the result of

self-absorption. Furthernor , an anparent falling off in intensty -,r
in p .rt,

laro vlNes of also IM the reuutvAof falsification cf exr-er1mental

data by self-absorption.

'n Section III we indicate briefly podbl o eeta o 7 lrgo valcl . of

p E on appar cnt ppulation teni oraturos T obtained in b.-ortior.
max

experiments for spectral lin',s with Doppler contour. The rosuts of

calcu:ations for -b L trinsiticna of OF end the (C,0)- tj., show

that the apparer.t poput.e-tion temperature ii strorCly dopendent on the

numerical vEalue of 11 X and relativelj insensitive '.o ho tt.,porature

of the light source, as long as the source is apreciably hotter than the

flue.

In Section IV 4uantitat-.ve calculations aro described on the influenco

of absolute values of spectral enissivities on the use of the isointe:.zity

m.thoW4 Representative c:,lCU.tions have been carried out for 2 2 --

0
trannitions of OR at 3000 K -or the (0,0)- bend and the P1 - bxrnch. Ie

results of the present analysis show that tonperature anomlius, obtaln.d by

use of the isointensity neth)d, b the result of failurc to e.lw for

the offect of values of the spectral emissivity on the peak ad

total intensities of spectra. lines with Doppler contour*

8 1. M. Shuler, J. Cham. Phys. J& 1466 (1950).
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In Section 7 the radiatlon characteristics of 4  non-

(equilibrium mixture of OH art, investigated in terms of conventional and

isointensity methodo for the interpretation of emission experiments, These

calculations show that even or 5 uyttems without self-absorption

the inte-pretation of experir ental data is not u.nambiguous as long as

conventional plots show any (evia;Aone fron linearity. Furthermore, at

of the 51uler-type
* least for tho i 1- branch, lirear incintensity FlotsA&re no assurnoe for

thermal ,)quilibrium of the eiritter.

In 3ection VI r sinplifed r:del is used to stidy the 3inmltane~ua

distorti.,ri of expermontal d&ta b2 r the combinod effacts of self-absorption

A and t6mp3rature gradients. "lwoue studies s.~o, that observation of a hot

isothemrril rer.ion throu&h a coolor cas layer accenta tes t>e distortion

produced in ccnvontional plo 3 'or the interrtrtion of emission date..

he material presented _n Sections II to VI rests on accepted procedures

for tlo .tnPljais of radiatin( systens und s-nectral lines with Doppler contour.

The rrs.uits abtained are i.ot applicable to rr'-l fl a-s without conja:tureu.

Howevtr. on the bisis of the quantitative studies described in Sections II

to VI, some words o caution rei-rding the ;.ccept1nzo of anoIalous

population temper-.tures for CH aP_1;ear to be justified. (Section VII).

II. TiiZ ryET.FCT OF ikp-ABO1?ITIO:'; yj1 AiPAti7 IAFUaTION Ti,-UZAMTU1RS IN

7he effect of instrumental distortion on experimental dati will be

neelected in the present discassion. For the sake of simplicity, a co-plete

vnalysis will be carried out only for studies involving peak intensities.

It is sho.in in Appendix I that the results obtained for total intensities,

for representative calculations, are similar to those obtained for peak

(
I



Intensities.* Henct the applicability of the principal conclusions roached

in the following discussion (epondc only on the experimental determination

of vplid relative peak or in.egrated intensities for different spectral lines.

A. EqtV'Ajon.t for tba e taozntion of Anr-~trent 1ionulatlon ZMperatxe

A For Lpoctral lines with Dopplor contour the meadanm observable intensity

in en..salon, Imak , is given by the relation

max i exp (-Fp- x()

.ih ere 0~(o~ denotes the flatcisity of raci,-4tiof emitted lq a blackbody,+I

which is at tho sarn te'popr& ure Tu as the a3eous emitter. u.der study. Te

frequency V) u is obtained Iron the values of the upper (LU) aad lower

(E.g) en3rrJ levels by use o: the D3ohr froeicy relation. For spectral1

lines with Dotpler contour i, is woll-known that P Sm ('q /'TFkTtq

where is the Interated intnity for ths transition un-ler stud-., m

equp.le the mass of the rsdialor, c is the v.Iocity of light, k rey;roeents the

Boltneann constant, and Tt i the translational temperature.6  Let

'- / ° )(2)

X=- Pr X (a)

whence it follows that

-E'= 2_ 2 !/a .z )-1. (4)
n=l

* In xoneral, peak intensit) ratios are obtained if the inetrumental sit
width Is small compared tc the line-wdth, whereas total intensitv ratios
are moasured when the instrmeatal slit-width is large compared to the

( llntc-wldth..|'

I
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It is evident that E' represents the maximum value of the spectral
oitted

emissivity for the spectral lines.* If the population temporatwre

of the emitter is defined in the usual way, then E . 1.

Jy using Sq. (1) and the defining relations for E' and x it is readily

shown that

X = [ + ItE, (1/3) 1)2+ (1/4) ( )3 + .-.]= -4n (l- S). (5)

! For ver." smnl values of E 1, q.(5) lev1, to the usual result, vis, - x = E, or

(Su X) (Mc /2irk Tt )) = for

From2 an appro-1riate expreasion for $1, and Sq. (6), it is readily shown that6

(q 1
(q~ 2] = ..... fo r Et <<.2 (7)

u

where gL is the statistical weijght of the uppeor (initial) onry, stu.te and

qyu is the matrix elenent for the transition ander study.

If 6' is not w.- li cpared to unity then It is no longer pcs3ible

to obtain the value of Tu in a simple manner unless values of El are

available.

B. A Method for Demonstrat .nr. t otio0oJar

PoIIt~r Tomrtro ofO. Trnnsitiona).

i o proceod now to examine quantitatively the effect of the

valuer, of ' on a.jpsMret population tmperatures deteamtied according to

Zq. (7).

Representative values of E '(1) for lowprossure flame lie. between 0.3
and ..90. In order to ut.:lize the data given in Table II of Ref. 6.for
the calculation of 6'(l) care must be taken to use for X the ontical
density of emitter in the ground level Involved in a CIvon transition,

I
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Uots of log[I € (q uol- as a function of can be

constructed for various assumed values of 4I by proceeding according to

the scheme outlined belov.

(1) Assume a value of E , for example, for the P.1- branch, (0,0)- bend,

for the ti' nsition identified by the index K = 1, using the notation of

)ieke -xd Crosrthite. It in then evident from 3qs. (1) end (2) that

(1 X)K = "2.303 log 1 - U(K =l) . (8)

Ii

(2) Cplaulato the ratio s ~ #,),~(X = 1) from~ the expression

Stu~ (Y.)g C- [~jqy 1(K) 2] L, (1:) - xp [iKW-(&)J

X{OPh 9)U (K)/kT1 -l11xexp h% (N1/kT1 -j (9)(OX

The first fraction appearing on the riiht-)aqnd side of eq. (9) is (ivon by

results obtained by Hill ruid Van Vleck 9 as .ritten in convenient form by

x arls -0 and tabulated by Die.-ce and Crossvhite. 5  The quantitioe \) ,(I:) and

'-u (K) ,ve o13 been tabulated. 5  elative intensitios of sIvctral lios

[ balo .r4 to the i" .nd ;12- branchos, (0,0)- band, 2 "- transitions

of 'UH at 300O°K are Fiven in Table 1.

(3) imtsrmlne (%a X)K fro-i the relation

3 .. () ye (K= 1)U mx x), = (z== x),r = I " Su (Bel)

9 £. Hill and J. H. Van leck, Phys. Rev. 3, 250 (1928).

10 L. T. Urs, Pbys. Rev. JL 423 (13).

'!I



and evaluate

(4) Calculate

( MI (Y. EP u)1
(5) Finally ca,_cu,-.te loa (I ) -log [ (K) 12 S

plot t>-_3 Cuw-tity PS a fuU:n of .(K). Fror the slope of thl.r plot

deter!:r.3 the ap:arknt popult.tion tomperature Tu ' in the uaual -ray b7

i i  appyina Ec. (7).

The results of cPacuat.onu carried out ,ccordir; to the sche23 outlined

above ru - v-.r1.-, in Fie. I for the P- bra!nch for various asumoui values

of f-' (1), in Fle. 2 for thz P1- and P2 branches with ' (1) = 0.90 for

the Fi- branch, ard in Fie. k for the P and Pr- branches with C' (1) = 0.50

for th 1 br'-=ch.

. TMscus~ion of Rermlts

A"yicjs of thc data listed in Yig. 1 leads to the conclusions enumerated

below.
I'

[! (1) Fcr safficiontly smuall values of 6' (1) the apparent and. true values

of the iopulaton tcnperaturco Prc identical sinco -q. (7) applies in Good

aproxirmation. This recult ts, of course, :,ell-known.

(2) A. ';he vlue of E' (1) is increased, the plots constructed according

to Eq. (7) show iacreasing curvature for the more intense rota*,ional iines

until £oe' i , (I)= 0.5 and greatcr the oonstractod curves simulato
anomalous

7,opulation teiperatures mihich are of the same order of mP4anitude as taeAvealues

Sreported for flames. It Is eaW to see how a linitod number of experimental
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points between X - 3 and RK - 20 c correlated by two intersecting
straight lines. Apparent po-vlation tempertures TU obtained for linen

with 10 K . IS for theP 1 - branch, (0,0)- band, and 2  -, 2 T
transitions of OH at 30000 K ,re listed in Table II as a function of the

tj -assumed vnlue of F_1 (1).

(3) For sufficiently large ".alues of K, -11 of the curves become pan.llel

independantly of the assumod values of E. (1'. Thus all of the experimental

data yield apparent population temperatures which are in agreement with the

tine value of the population tenperature. i:¢e, by extendirC experimental

studies to sufficiently larg(c values of K, it is alvaqrs possible to obtain

I unambiguous estimates of the true population temperature.

III TIM ET:cT OF SMF-ABSOJ,1VIO' Oil AI1cA!2 I-ULATION T :IkRAUi.tiS IN

A.3SOdTOR M11IX2T

At ther-odymilc equilltrum the spectr2, emiesivities ant absortivities

erising from a giver. transition are identical. Hence it Is to be ex>ected

that falsifiction of exnerir.ent,< (ata in abz-orr.tion expcriments needs to

be con3idere. whenever self-abscirtion is 1jown to be of inportnnce in

enission. The follo-;-tia anal 7sis 13 restrictt i to the use of ,oak iztnsities

for the crlculation of populAtion toeTeratures.0 Instrumental distortion

will be r.uglected as in Sectibn II.

A -11 tLot S for the DeterinWAtion of arf.. Population Teperat.res

In Ex absorption experimmt -Ath a source li2alch is much brighter than

the eninsion lines Rad which ,3mits the spectral radiant intensity R,( V)# the

maim value of the fractional absorbed intensity, O( =

is given by the expression

( - * The use of apparent total absorption ueasurements i's discussed briol'lyI: AppendIX 1.
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Iii

(X OA1exp( ~ X) Ca

whsaco, proceeding as for emissionn

and nX = 0( +.... 2

ii I
r, "X= C' I "XO+ (1/3) (00)2 + (1/4)((X'1)3+ '] (14)

SI Foz GX * <.( 1, Eq. (14) reduces to the expression -x = O0 or

(s~X) 2U.~u (15)

where6

Here T2 is the population temperature of the ,round (initial) state in an

absorption experiment. From .Jqs. (15\1 and (16) it is readily ohown 6 that

for Gro,-body emitters, with the effective tenpbrature of the source. T. larce

copared to T1.

t~I ______________ M (17)

z 2T

It is evident that can, in general, be detezmine4 only if absolute

values of 0( 1 are knmm.

B. -A !,ethed for 7)gronstratng the 3ffect of Self-Abs gtion on AiDmarnt
Population Tempert~tres of OK ( 2 Tr -- 2 1: Tranaitions)"?

io proceod to exanine quantitatively the effect of absolute values of

0( on ap)arent population temperatures determined acoordinrg to Sq. (17).

'I.



Plots 0f log LA/~(y)1ASa fuaotlon of c m be constracted bV
Uize the follovwin scheme.

(1) AsIsizO a value of C t, for example, for the P1 - branch, (0.0)- band,

for the nrAnsition identified by the index X - 1, asirl the notation of Dioke .I and Cros-.white.5 Neext calculate Oa(K) br uuin, the same procedure as was

used to obta ± the iaaximum vvIues of the upectrsl emissivity for the line

with igUox X (0f. Section II).

(2) Calculate

aguunLv a blackbody distribution curve for the source at the temperature 8

(2
(3) Ci..culato 13C (AML q ,I and plot this qucitit.r

as a fan.c ion of ( ?ron the alope of thi :'.lot deternina the arent

poulaticn ternTrature TX i'V tho usual way b;r applyin 2q. (17).

Tha rosults of calcul2tionc n.rried out .z.,ording to the scheme outlined

above are ur-nrze, in Fi's. 4 to 7 for 0( 1 rK,1) of P branch = 0.1,

0.3, 0.7, ane. 0.9, rospnctive.y, for two or nore values of the sourc

temperatiire T,. Apj.arcnt poi".lat-.on temperatures for the relevant Am el

conditious are indicated in Jigs. 4 to 7.

Ana ysis of the data presented in FW4. 4 to 1 leads to the conclusions

enumerated below.

(1) Yx9erlmEmtal data treated according to convontional procedures -ei'iuLt

!(,
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oorrelation of results b linear plots eves for values of O(' (351) of the

(F- branch which are so lare that diffDrs appreciaby fram

Hence absolute values obtaind for T*t cannot be considered to be iweixncul

without convincing proof thae P X is sufficiently small for the spectral

lines under study to Justify 3onventional treatment of date.

(2) Apnarert population terotiratures TZ I P.re always larger than TY. Te

difference bet'ieen Ti 9 and Tp decreases c:nehat as the te.-porature of the

light source is increased, f r fixed valuoc of P X. However, the apparent

temperatures are relatively Lnsensitive to the numerical value of TV

decreasing by only a few hunirtd degrees as T is raised from 3500MX to OO°.

(3) For su fficiently larqe amues of ( 1 (L--!) for the I branch,

discontinuities or curvature3 a: observed in the conventional plots which

are reminiscent of the results oltained in enission exnerincnts (Section II).

(4) -orrparison with estimates of' O (Y=l) rased on the absolute intensity

measurce-mnts ;orformed by Olenber- and his collaborators, 6 shows that

0( I(Y(=l) for the 1i brmchA-too large to permit the dctenr-na'Aon of

m rotational tenperature by th3 11.3 of Zq.(17) -unless care is taken tc utilize

only spectral lines with lar-e vr-lues of K. The particu.ar values cf Ki
whicn can be ased depend evidently on the value of O('(Y¥l).

Adequate care in the interpretation of absorption studies, as v'll ac

of enission studies, permits the determination of both the true rrtitionl.

temperature and of the concentrar ion of the absorbing or omitting species,

provided the population of molecules in the rotational energr levels obeys

the aell-Boltsmann distribution law. Thus data on spectral lines with

lae K can be used to obtain T. NeA & family of curves, for the knoun

!.



values of Ty and T., Is cntracted, for example, for different values

of O( I(-1) for the P" brich (compare Figs. 4 to 7). The data obtained
by usin( £q. (17) for the lover values of K can then be employed to
determine (1 ' (Il) vhen, the optioal density X is determined since

ItS 
i s known.-

I

IT. THE ETF.;CT CF SZLF-A.13SC1U-TIC:: ON T'M J-" 01F ISOINT.21SI-r .I.7HO3S

3Serious attempt to cor~ect for the di3tortion of exnerimrntal data

Produced by self-absorption have been made by Dieke 5 and his :ollaboratarq

and alsn by Shuler. The liritations of th, isointen3ity nothod and the

care required in its use have been clearly stated by Dieke anI Crosa-hjte. 5

The quantitative cM1culatiors presented here eaphsize the fafzt tha, it is

easy to obtain erroneous results if isointmsity methods a-re xsed for the

brruch. It is clear th.4 the errors ,.r11 be ealler but not noi;liGible

if the isointensity nethods are used for the .32- branch, as o.-iginally

proposed by Disks and Crosewhjte m8 i 8

A, Outling of Calculations

TWO s8ectral lines, which are differentiated by the indices K end K#'

appear to have equal neak intensities I in an emission experinment ifmax

max (K)= in (K (19)

where Ia is Civen by Eq. (1). For various assumed values of E' (Fl)
of the P I- branch at 300001, it is a simplo matter to calculate the ratios

Iax (K)/Ima x (KI) by folloAzi the procedure described in Section II. The
results of these calculations are WmiaNNtsed in Tble Ill and representative

vaueg are plotted in Fi. 8.

1

I
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The spectral lines, whi'ch are identified by the Ilces K and K,

appear to have eqaal total litensities in mission If

A (K) = A (o) ()

where

A(K) R (n 2 12 w k (] [r-Wx (n4. (1])

By proceedin, accorling to the method described In Appendix 1, it Is

readily shown that

A(K)/A(K') =Ll,.(X )/I,=eK1)] V)j,~~'][~ K) (1,)]. (22)

Ropresentative nune ical val-ies of A(K)/A(:') aro listed in Thble IV and

plotted in Fia. 9 for 2Y _. 2 i transitions of OH at 300001 for the

(0,0)- band and the P1- bran'h.

B. Mqc)&IAcLu2eL f suits

X"fcrenco to tic data 1 Lstod in Tables III and IT and plotted in Figs. 8

I and 9 ahovrs that tho ratios W: (X)/I ( 1.1) an A (K)/ A() are ftuctions

of the values of L (A-I) .;or the Pi- branch, the depende.nc. cn ' (k=I)

becornin- atronCer a E3 (Y-I) approaches unity, i.e., as the extcr.t of

salf-abzorption Inc-eases. is observaticn Is emy.hasized by noting, for

oexnope, that the 1 ne havin; absolute peak intensity closest to the ].rc with

K= 3, h. K= 13 for F_1 (1) = 0.1, 1 =13 forL t (1) - 0.3, K = 14 for ' (1), 0.5,

K= 15 forEl0 (1) = 0.7, K = 8for E (1) = 0.9, . = 19 for 0 (I) = 0.95,

and K = 21 for F %1) = 0.99. Coqzarison of the data given in Tablos III and

IV and .lottea in Figs. 8 an. 9, respectively, also shows that the effect of

( self-absorption in al/sifyi4: the data obtc.inod by use of the isointensitV

method is more -pronounced for peak emitted intensities than for total intensities.
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c The effect of self-absorption on population temperatures determined

from the isointensity method can be demonstrated graphicallr by using the

procedure developed by Shula whose method is equivalent to the assurption

i!j : that total Intensity ratios 4K)/A(E') can be replaoed by the product of

appropriate exponential facturs for spectral linee which are close together.

plots of E(K) - z(X') vs. lot,{ ~K q() ICUK' 2qe()1J .
shown in Fig. 10 as a function of El (1) for pairs of spectral lines for

which 1 (7,)/1in(Kt) is neurly equal to unity. Similarly, yzlots of

{ (K) - Z(K') vs. loa{ t~ K [qj, (Y)] 2/k(KI) [qj(')] 2} are shown In

I Fig. 11 as a function of 1 (1) for pairs of spectral lines for which

A(K)/L(K') Is nearly equal to unity.

Reference to Pigs. 10 rad 11 shows that the plots deviate progrstaivel

more fro- straight lines asL' (1) is incroeased. Apparent population

teperature am noted on the curves givn in !go. 10 and 11. The

results are seen to be an. Imiediate consequauce of the dependence of the

X-values for lines with equal. peak or total intensities ou E (l). YonceV

the conclusion Is reached tht the effects cf slf-absorption in distcrting

Sexperimntal data do not necossarily cancel in first order for the isointensity

Iethces. A simple pkbsical vlanatton for failure of the Isointensity

mthods it large values of the spectral uitssivity is obtained by noting that

the quantities I( u) influence the observable intensities and that

I°( u , which i a function of t~pehamture, is not the same for any

distinguisa ble pair of spectral lines, Furthemore equally intense spectral

lime, for whioh 8,&(K) - IS (K0)p hare slightly different widths sin,

1(



( the Doppler tidth ! a proportional to the frequency of the line center.

Thus the obvious conclusion is reached that the effects of self-absorption

will cancel exactly only for equally intense spectral lines vith line

centers occurring e t identical frequencies.

V. YnWORS I CONV42:TIOAL IROCI S FORl I5CT)-a'.AL SYST.;24S 1; THZ AsS iNO
OF S-LF-ABSOW1TION

.hereas the effcct of celf-absorption in producing distortion o'

emission data has been amply discussed, relatively little anlytical work

has bemi done on the neanint of diacontinuou9 curves for iothermal ytes
it

in the abcence of eelf-aboorption. Althourh the nethods of calculation

which e employ are well-known and the conclusions to which they load are

almost obvious, it is soriewhat s8rprisina to note that errors in interpretation
aanbe
1:0 a rmdo even for the often postulated non-equilibrium tstrioution of

OH. Aside from emphasizinge the need for c-ire in dealing with anythin! other

than a linear plot, the present rlysis rlso serves to give .a-rplcs of

linea.r isointensity plots of the Shuler-tyra for the PI- branch wi~h leaning-

less te.peraturos for a non-equilibrium distribution of OH. ;hcther or not

the IL- branch is quite as bad can be seL. with assurance only aftor

quantitettive colculations have been carried out; however, wo expect te errors

to be loss pronounced. In this connection reference should ba nado also to

the discussion of the isointensity rethod given by Disks and Groaswhitep5 who

indicate very clearly nder what oonditio* the method is unable.

A. Outline of Theory

For a non-equilibrium mixture of gases containing OH at 30OO°I and at

600°oK, the total observable intensity A(K) emitted from the s3eotral line

(iientified by the indes K with line cantor at VAV(K) is givaU by the.

expression
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Ir . -,o,. ",., ,],°,) * ''e
/ ( (()]S x( + [,cooo) (23)

2&300 X L(X) Se L(K)I 56000olK

here the effeots of self-absorption have W0:4 ausuned to be negligible.

Tb total intensity of the line with index X divided by the tow intonsit

of tho line with index K = I Is

G (X)/A(l- [B(- So) + B(T= 30o)0] /(l C) (4)

where

ii B(T) f o[ 1() e.()/S[, ~(1)] se(){T

= [(K)/Kcq( 2] ,/(g~q, 3x ea[ 3 LA./(K - M~(~/ (25)

and

cm o Uve P) 8 (6)

u~x~ 1600 [a:?- 4u(l)/k [(1/3000) - (1/6000))jj6

The non-erailbrium character of the ON distribtion is expressed by the non-

zser and non-infInite ratio

r m X O / -60W(27)

Fbr r n. 0 the nresont discuscion reduces to the analyrie of an ieother1l

- eytem at 60000 K whereas for 1/r = O the ri.,jation boconen thiat chp.ractristic

) of an isothrmal system at 3000K. It Is apyzrent that r rest be consi'.derably

ii
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greater then unity before the O with rotational temperature at 300001 vi

.Influenco the observed radiation from the non-equilibrim mixture.

The apparent temperatures vhich vwould be obtained from observations of

the mixture if conventional treatment of emission data were employed, is

44
obtained by plotting log [C- q/V() ,~()] (~q~)

as a function of %u(K). Siiilarly, isointenoity plots my be constructed

according to the method of S raler 8 by noting that for equally intense lines

with indeces K and KI. respectively, G(K) a G(1').

. Discussion of Reults

Interpretation of neasure,1 intensities according to conventional

procedures for analysis of omission data is illustrated in Figs. 12 to 18.

In accord with ex7ectations, .,o find for r 6 102 that the observable

intensity ratios are practically those characteristic of an isothermal

cyste2 at 6000°K. on the other hand, for r >, 10 , the non-equilibrium

mixturo radiates Plmost like an isothcnzal system at 300K. For intermediate
obtained

Va u03 of ; intcnsit.eo are in the usual logaritlbmic plots (Cf.

Figs. 12 to 18) which can be represented, in adequate approximation, by two

intersecting straieht lines. For low values of K temperatures greater than

3000 X are obtained whereas for high values of K temporatures w than

p 6000°X are obtained. Of particular interest is the fact that data calculated

according to Shuler's isointansity method (Cf. Aa. 19 to 21) can frequently

be correlated by linear plots oven under conditions in which conventional

procedures clearly show discontinuities. Of course, the slopes derived

from Shuler's isointensity plots are meaningless in these cases. The data

r There are several obvious reasons for this result. Thus, without
applying a suitable frequency correction or usin .interpolation between
listed values of K, there is considorable intrinsic scatter in the
isointensity plots. Furthermore, the number of points which can be used
to draw the final plot is reduced to one half. Hence it is quite possible
to obtain isointensity plots which do not show the finer details of

conventional plots.
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shown in Figs. 12 to 18 are notable also in that they show a les marked

difference between the apparent temperatures for low and high values of K

than is usually obtained experimentally. This observation, together --ith

the fact that the apparent population temperatures are always too high,

certainly indicates that as long as non-linear plots are obtained a simple

Ia i e a mixture of
interpretation of observable data is inadmissable even for isothermal systems

1n the absence of self-absorption. Thus, t ,o intersecting staight lines
:
,w v.th apparent t1rporaturs T1 and T can be obtained only by non-equilibria.

o1he
mixtures at temperatures t-m than ?Iand T2 .

V1. UX11ARLIT T3~L~l FOR TWO ADIACLI:T I3OTSkHI .L R:GIONS

,'he observable radiation from real fla-mos is always'produced an the

result of a non-isothermal field of views Without a detailed prescription

of temporature and concentre-ion Cradients along the line of sight it is

not pos8sible to incorporate quantitative corrections in tho i:aterprotation

of experimental data. However, it is apparent that the falsification of

data in conventional plots will be similar to the falsification produced by

self-absorption as long as a hot region is virded through a cooler gas lFaer.

'lo shall demonstrate this conclusion by reprosentative calculations or, the

observ.ble omitted radiation for spectral lines with Joppier contour whon

an isothermal roe-on at 30000K i viewod through an isothermal region at

0
1500 K. The concentrations of emitter in the two regions will be treated as

variable parameters. Although we present theoretioal results only for the

p 1 - branch, it is clear from a study of the factors responsible for

distortions produced by observations through cooler s l aers that, for

ezajp~l, the R - branoh will be modified in rouhly the same manner as the

j1r branoh. HeMe, althouh *0 use of ieointensity methods is advantgeou

* I g.



in mininizing the effects of self-absorption for the Ai- branch, the use

of the A,- branch becomes less significant if distortion by temperature

sradient3 is also of importance. It is Cratifing to note, hoverer, that

the distortions resulting from temperature gradients an reuced If the

extent of self-absorption is diminished.

A. outline of Theory for Peak n-tensitien

Oonsidcr an isothermal region at te:Verrturo T with properties X, PV 

Pifx R( ) u) and 1 1 - exp (-I wX) whichi is observed throu4;h an

isothernal region at temperature T' with properties X', ?J ' , P '(

and ' = 1 - exp (-P I X'). The maxin=u observable intensity fcr the

spectral line whose center lies at the frequcncy u Is

max u + exp (.h ju/k) [1l/,)- 1 (28)

A conventional plot for the 3tudy of emission experinents can be constructed

accordir to the schere outlined below.

(.) For T = 3000°K emd T' = 15000 K Pnd fixed values of F (K = 1) '-nd

' (K = 1) for the P 1- branch .:-lculate (I X) l and (
;  X I)1~ max =-M i.X

(2) 13,culate the ratios Sgu (.,T)/Spu (L=1.T) and ( )/ j (K - 1,T').

(3) alculato (P X) and ) and hence E (K) and 6,(K).F ~(4) Dsterine I from Sq* (28) end plot log [1ULXd(gQz qi 0~ 3 ]a

I fuctionA% (K)

3, 'i sc uesion of Resulto for Peak Intensities

The results of numerical calculations are sumarized in rigs. 22 to 24

for E (K.=l) = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively, for varying valuos of

o(Yl) vith fI(Gm) 4 F (Mli). Reference to ip. 22 o 24 clearly
- I
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shows that observations throLuh a cool isothermal region accentuate the

( distortion observed for selt-absorption alone. For example, for

E (K-i) E' (]bl) - 0.3 a definite curvature Is observed (Cf. Fig. 22)

w whereas for f_ (Kul) 0.3 and ' (Xl) = 0 a linear plot with a nearl

j ! "normal" temperature obtains (Cf. Fig. 1). For strong self-absorption

both in the hotter and cooler eas layers, oxtensive self-reversal may

occur" leadinr to no real values for the "ter-.erature" (Cf. -igs. 23 to 25).

It should perhaps be enphasi:ed that the data shown in Firs. 22 to 25

'I are oaly of qualitativo significance in so far as ap7.lication to rel

flame3 to concerned. Furthermore, the results are, of course nodified if

appro'riate plots for total Intensities arc used instead of plots for pehk

intensities. In general one would expect the extent of distortion to be

somewhat dirminished for total intensity measurements. Detailed ca culations

will not be presented here since the procice evaluation of the integrals

involved is somewhat laborious and since the results would add little to

the qualitative conclusions stated above.

VII. Ai-LIN; "ION TO FLAMZS

It is evident that none of the quantitative rosults presented for

idoealized systos in Sections II to VI apply to real flames. Neverthelees

it Is perhaps justifiable to perform some extrapolation to real systens.

To begin with, it is clear that observed "anomalies" can&e explained

by distortion of experimental data through self-absorption and/or temperature

gradients. In order to make observable anomp-lies appear real it is there-

fore necessary to perfom experiments proving that distortion of data does

not play a si ificant role. 2e proof should be direct and not inferential.

.' 1R. D. Cowan and 0. R. Mok. Reve. Hod. Phy. 4 8 (1984).

IL
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In order to aa ho fact that infirential proof may be no proof

at all we ooiderp for example, an isoteval system at 000*X with

' (1) = 0.70 for the P b branch. Oonventional interpretation of emission

experiments (f. lig. 1) will then show experimental data wvhih can be

oorrelated by intersecting straight lines leewdilg to a valUs of 0  O000K

for the 2 - state for 10t 1 .30 (Of. Table 11). Next absorption

experiments are performed vith a light source at 800001X and, oonsiderine the

Inevitable scatter of experimental data, the observed results are well

correlated by a single straight line with T __ 365001 (Of. Mi. 6). on

the basis of these experimental results, one oould argue with vigor for a

nearly "normal' distriutioa of OH in the ground ( 21T) state and for abnormal

excitation of CH in the exci ted (2 ) state. or the case under discussion,

In spite of the seemingly convincing inferential evidenoe, the oonclusion

would obviously be erroneous.

;e have presented previous]y a criticL review of available ereorimentel

evidence for anonalous population temperatures in flames In w1ich we n hsuised

the lack of unequivocal evidence either for or against the resAlit of the

anowmlies, noting, ho-sever, the wealth of inferential evidence, In favor of

a non-equilibrium distribution of O% presented I Gaqdon and olfhard.1  Ve

a
did not intend to replace a temperature anam a7 by.conoentration anomaly.

Rather we were interested only in showing that ac yet the eaxersmatel

evidence is not mvfficimatly clear to waurat quantitative Werprotation.

We have proposed a two-path method which ellainates all errors arising from

self-absorption in ig.1a1 systems for peotral lines with Doppler

contour.1 3  However, we do not consider the method to be exactly valid for the

stu4y of regions of active combustion* So only conclusion which ve feel

(1 : :. Peer, J. ahem. PVs- AV P ret(1952).

s. o 8Pemer, J. MIMED Pbrs. . 1 r(1 ).
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Justified in stating at the present time Is that the spectroscopic stud

( of regions of active combustion is useful for species Identification and,

* my,7 in time lea to a valid q~antitative picture, for example, of OR

rotational temperatures and OH concentratiosi,. Te final analyuis may

prove or disprove the reality of anomalies. Hovever, we aha.l find such
proof convincing only if every precaution has been taken to eliminate

instrumental errors and all nacessary corrections for distortions have been

mad by a realistic study of temperature gradients and of the extent of elf-

absorption. In this connection we vish to om_,hasize again the fact th .t the

use of the isointensity method for the "2- branch, with proper consideration
5

for all of the precaations mentioned by Die e, will minimize self-absorption

errors. However, the use of the %- branch is not sufficient to eliminste

the coupled effects of sef-sbeorption and temperature gadients (compare

Section VI).

The question of the reality or fiction of anomalous rotational, vibrational,

and electronic temperatures for OH in flames is of practical importaace in

connection ,fith the development of rigorous theories of one-dimensional

laminer flame propagation, 4  A review of observed nomalioe shows uniformly

high population temperatures not only for OH 'ut also for other chemical

species. On the other hands theoretical studies by Golden and Pelser show

a low rotational temperature for newly fomod HBr. 1 5  If non-equilibrum

distributions persist in flates, the attempts at a rigorous calo ulation of

burning velocities for one-dimensional fleame propegation are enormouly

complicated because of our completely inadequlte knowledge of detailed

reaction mechanims, particularly between mlecules and raicals in excited

14) J. 0. Hirahfld.er and.. P. Curtiss# J. Ohem. Phys. , 1076 (19).

815 . Oolden and A. N. Peisero J. Cbm. fto. I, 6 (1948).



'1 hypothesis
states. The =Sm %H that spectrosoopic investigations yield infomation

about side reactions and can therefore be ignored in a realistic fornmlation

of the detailed reaction steps in flames is not altogether satisfying since

enery muast be conserved and ve have as yet no detailed knowle ge concerning

S--- enera-deficient chemical species in the reaction zones of flames. For

this reason, contimed speotrosoopic studies of flamzes are of interest not

only in ascertaining details concering the particular reaction steps which

can be studied conveniently, but they also hare a bearing on such parameters

as the linear burning velocity, etc.

In conclusion, the author takes pleasure in expressing his appreciation

to Dre. 0. It. Wulf and H. S. Tsien for helpfui coments. Me n=erical

vwok as perfozmed lq3. X. 3j;rnme and. W. Kavanagj.

I
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hPPIWDIX I. BASIC PMASIONS IN TMS OF TOTAL 3IZTTZD INTiSITI35

• C The expressions given in Section II require sliht nodifications when

total intensity ratios rather tOan peak Intensity ratios are available.

If the apparent integrated Intensity of the spectral line with center at the

friquenc Is donated by the qmbol A(V a) then, as is vell-knom,

* t
From~ Squ. (1) and (A-i) it follows that

vhere

,... )~ [..i,1 [.l),, am-p - x -(A ,3)

Since T - 1 for . X<4l, it in apparent from Eqs. (7) and (1-2) that

t ~n [AQ)V 1
4 &(qud 2J for E10 1 for all Jines.(A.r4)

Bq e.tIon (A-4) is the etpreasion which is us ally employed for the

interpretation of exporimental data. The value of T Is plotted as a fumotion
of P, X in i.:.(A-1).

"hen conventional plots for the deterianation of population tem)eratures

are constructed accordina to Zq. (Av.4) for arbitrary values of E6' (1).

results substantially equivalent to those shown in Fig. 1 are obtained. In

this case the quantity A(V u) can be calculated from Eq. (A-Q) after obtain-

C) iz\Ig m" by use of the procedure doscribed in Section IIB. Construction of

R R. Ladenburg, Zeits. f. Phyusk , 200 1930).
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carves analogous to those thn for the P,- and P;o a nchs i n i s 2

( and 3 leads to the oono1lxsiom that the separation betwen lines bsilonugug

to the P1 . and Pg branches Is elightly decreased.

ArMDVX II * OMUATIOU T MU S 3AS2) ON1 APPAMiT TOTAL AflSOPfl1A
:4FA1131MUNTS FOR~ S1ECTBAL LflAJ WITH( DM12~ OO ITOUR

It is readily shown that the apparent -otal absorption AT Is related

to the peak absorption A through the expresion

A%= A * • r' (Me /21 n (A -5)

where T is tivm b.7 Zo. (A -3). 34 the use of i'qs. (A-3) nnd (A-": it i&

a simple matter to convert th3 data Civen in Plgs. 4 to 7 to tho correspond-

ing plots involving !.. The :alues of T to a function of PMFM X li.va been

given in Fig. (A-1). Gonclusions darived from conventional plots in toi2

of AT for estimating population tsMperature do not differ siiificma ly

frfrom the material Civen in Section II9 for the ran" of spectral eardasivities

considered in the present ano4uis.

! ,
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haf. 1 Gonventional plote for the determination of rotational tomperatures

of OH In emission for various asmed values of El (1) for the

kj- bran&h, 2: -4 2 Tr transitions, (0.0). band, 2130000 KC.

SFig. 2 Jonventiona.l plots for the determination of rotational temperatures

of OH in emission for thw e - and P1- brrnches[ 2 2 IT
transitions. (0,0)- band, T n 30000 K, (1) - .90 for the

P- branch].

7UL. 3 Conventional plots for the determination of rotational temporatures

of OH in emission for the lj- and P2- branches E 2_ 2

transitions, (0,0)- b= T - 30000 K, ' (1) -.0 for the

P - brac]

1. 4 onventionalplots for the determization of apparent population

temperatures of the cround electronic state from absorption

experiments for different temperaturej of the light source

pT 5  
2W 2 Ej transitions of OH, (0,0)- band, F~ bra3nch,

T = 3000, (' (1) = 0.10; the ordinate for the plot at

T 80000 K has been redwod br 2.00 relative to the plot for

If I T 5 =400OoK7.

1 I7U. 5 Conventional plots for the determination of apparent population

temperatures T I of the ground electronic state from absorption

experiments for different temperatures of the liht source

r 2 o o4 2 17 transitions of (0 M (090)- bd. P17 r

(-~ 8 LT 0A o 1() 09
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71g. 6 Oonventiomal plots for the dete tination of apparent population

tempera uses ?A I of the ground electronic state from absorption

ex'periments for different temperatures of the light source

[2T - 2 T trasitions of ca. (0,0)- b= Pj broabgh

S a 3000 . (' , o. . ...................

7U. 7 Conventional plots for the determination of apparent population

temperatures T I of the ground electronic state from absorption

experiments for different temperatures of the light source
of

T5 21[ --V 2 tranitio7no (0.0) band, P-. bronch,

"a. 8 The ratio Imx (])/I Maz (1) as a function of K for the P,- branch,

(0, 0). bond. 2~ 2 T transitions of OR at 300001 for different

valuaes of6'()

71g. 9 The ratio A(K)/A(l) as a fimction of X for the P1- branch, (0,0)- band)
2 - 2 T"- tmsiton of OR at 300001 for different value

of E, (1).

7 16g. 10 Plot of (l- (11)] vs.lo a W [ / a
q (l, 2 for lines vith equal peak intensities at 3000ON

as a function of 6' (1) for the P1 - b=ano (0,0)- bUd

L. • 2 T transitions of on.

716. 1 Plot of [RU (K) - , ] vs. log {6 (,) [q. (,,2 /6. (KI)

z[qu E(I)] for lines vith equa total Intensities at 300001 s

a functio oE, (1) for t,, 1~- ba (0.0)-b. U. ':-. 3lf
tranltiosm of Of.

IP()
f+

*11+ I
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PIC. 12 Conventional plots sad apparat taqiatures for vrous b1mlal

distributions of ON.

TIC. 13 Conventional plot and apparent teaperatures for r- 5 102.

Fig. 14 Conventional plot and apparent temperatureo for r: 10=3 .

ig. 15 Conventional plot and apparent to=. eratures for r - 2 x 10

3!IF +.16 Conventional plot and a~tmrent tom_ aratures for r-= 4 x 10.

Pit-. 17 Conventional plot and apparent temperatures for r = 6 x 10

3
716. 18 Conventional plot and apparent tenperatures for r = 8 x 10

RIg. 19 Isointensity plots and apparent temperatures for r - 5 x 102,

3 and

1 x 10 A 2X 103.

PIC. 20 Isointensity plots and apparent teaperatuwes for r = 4 z 10

6zo 3 ,and 8 10.

Sig. 21 Isointensity plots and apparent t p'ratureq for r = 102, 104,

and 10
6.

Pic. 22 Conventional plots for the interprotation of emission experiments

with two adjacent isothermal regions at 1500 and 3000 1.

respectively, for E(-K= 1) - 0.3 for the P,- branch.

7J1. 23 Conventional plots for the interpretntion of imlusion experiments

with adjacent isothermal regions at 1500 and 3000, re peoivy,

for l)-- 0.5 for the P -branch.

':)



Fie. 24 ConvvntionIOJ .ote for .he~ I.ituirpr"Otaticn of ±issioza axp)orinEmts

C) with twr wadcant itsvthr~rm rq~iorw it IW00 azie. 302K00 11,

resooctIyoJ.~. fo, 1.(K ) ;= 0.~7 for theI rn.

Fie. 25 Convvnt1,rw2O r~iots fer Qie intorpnta~icn r4,f =1sion elptriti

with t'fo A&)-,cont igroth 1a2 rrion it 1500 an-- 3000'rIepclr-y fo E T=h.r-0. -! the F 1trach

IIgs .1 to (3) zo--respornd to Fls (1) to ('3) cf Part *,in 7.1~. t*5.

Fg.(4) to (7) -.orVr9ospod to Fige (1i, to (4) cf P~rt :I ir. T.f. -$5

FImgs. '5) to (11) correnanond to 'ifts. (1) to (1) of Part III In T.F.. #5

FImg. (A-i) corre9-)on'.s to Fie. (A -1) of Pairt I Ir. T.P. V.

"-!bles I and !I cjrmospon to T&,1es I ad 11 )*. Part I In T.R. #5.

Tables III and IV correswond to Tables +H1 and 1+4 of Part Ill in T.R. #5.
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